
THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO DUNKING A BASKETBALL

This isn’t a tell all report.  Honestly, I give you this information to help you, and truly 
hope you see value in it, to the point of investing in one of my programs which teaches 
you everything!

This Ultimate Guide will however, teach you exactly what you MUST do in order to dunk 
a basketball.

I will cover the 3 three areas of vertical jump and elite level explosive athlete training!
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Of course there are some need to knows before we get started.

1. Strength means FULL BODY Strength, not just legs.
2.  Speed means not only running, but also  moving weight
3. Technique must only be practiced once mentality understood

WHAT IS A FREAK VERTICAL?

freak vert-i-cal (freek vert i kol)
noun.

The act of jumping so high in the air, 
that you are consider to be gifted with 
an abnormal ability to your advantage. 



Hence the name: Freak, as in
Freakazoid, or Freak of Nature.

STRENGTH:

Your strength levels directly represent your vertical leap.  Relative strength must be high 
in order to jump high.  If you are overall a weak athlete, you are not optimal for jumping 
high.  You will need to concentrate on proper Strength training either in a weight room if 
accessible, or by using medicine ball lifting or bodyweight lifting techniques.

A base strength can be measured using a 1 or 3 repetition max squat (sub parallel 
being optimal given a comfortable range of motion: aka, go as low as you feel safe 
going)

Your base level for a solid jump ideally should be around 2x your body weight, or higher.  
Though some exceptions do apply.

SPEED:

Strength is useless in jumping if it isn’t applicable to force.  Meaning, if your muscle 
can’t move quickly, then gravity will win the battle.  The key here is simple.  You MUST
and mean MUST, practice moving weight explosively as possible.  As well as mix in
proper speed training that will make you explosive.

Plyometrics are an ideal way to train your Speed, but should only be used by athletes 
with moderate to good strength bases (above a 1.5x body weight squat) and should
be performed no more than twice a week.  

With at least one week out of the month containing no plyometrics at all to recover
your central nervous system, which depletes when you are asking your muscles to
move, or fire quickly.

Speed training should only be done with professional workouts, period.  Creating your 
own is very dangerous unless you are well schooled in the area.  Most cases of 
beginners doing speed work will result in lower verticals, injuries, and wasted time and 
effort.

TECHNIQUE



Jumping Technique has just recently been introduced to amateur athletes by a young, 
good looking, Freak athlete, with crazy ups... by the name of Adam Linkenauger ;)

As of now, only Freak Jump Technique Reloaded is the only program online that 
teaches correct jumping technique, and guarantees instant success.

Though jumping technique is without a doubt the easiest way to gain inches, I would not 
recommend you practicing your jumping technique without either Freak Jump Technique 
Reloaded or Become a Freak V2.

No other trainer online has proven to me that they know enough about jumping 
technique to recommend them to you, nor would I recommend you trying to imitate
jumpers techniques!

I’d do your best to invest in one of my programs if you truly want to target, and cover 
jumping technique!

If and when you master these three areas of training, you will be guaranteed to have an 
incredible FREAK Vertical and you will be Dunking a Basketball FOR SURE!

So again, your keys to dunking....

1. Get Stronger
2.  Get Faster
3. Get Technically Sound

My Daily Chronicles and instant inches video course will help... but if you truly want to 
dunk, and get a Freak Vertical... I highly recommend Become a Freak V2

Remember that I am offering my New 
Members the opportunity to grab Become a 
Freak V2 at www.becomethefreak.com/half-
off-subscriber
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